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By Donald Rooum

PM Press, United States, 2016. Paperback. Book Condition: New. 254 x 178 mm. Language: English .
Brand New Book. Wildcat Anarchist Comics collects the drawings of Donald Rooum, mostly (but by
no means entirely) from the long-running Wildcat cartoon series that has been published in the
Freedom newspaper since 1980. Rooum does not just purvey jokes, but makes the drawings
comical in themselves, getting the humour in the line, provoking laughter even in those who do not
read the captions or speech balloons. The chief characters in the strip are the Revolting Pussycat, a
short-fused anarchist who is furious and shouty; and the Free-range Egghead, an intellectual who
would like anarchism to be respectable but sometimes appears foolish. Governments, bosses, and
authoritarians are presented as buffoons, and quite often, so are anarchists. This thoughtful and
delightful collection includes strips from The Skeptic and many more, all beautifully colored for the
first time by Jayne Clementson. The book also includes a lively autobiographical introduction
discussing Rooum s role in the celebrated 1963 Challoner case, a conspiracy among police officers
to discredit non-violent demonstrators.
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ReviewsReviews

It is great and fantastic. Better then never, though i am quite late in start reading this one. Your life period will likely be transform once you comprehensive
reading this book.
-- Blanca Davis-- Blanca Davis

An extremely wonderful book with lucid and perfect information. It is one of the most awesome publication i have read. Your life period will probably be
enhance the instant you total looking at this pdf.
-- Prof. Dan Windler MD-- Prof. Dan Windler MD
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